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Widespread Bathroom
Faucets
We adhere to the business
philosophy of "Quality First,
Reputation First, Continuous
Innovation, and Pursuit of
Excellence", and we are
committed to providing users with
overall bathroom
solutions.Widespread Bathroom
Faucets are suitable for hotels, the
design style is traditional, the
surface treatment is polished, the
spool material is ceramic.

Product Description

Widespread Bathroom Faucets

Type: Basin Faucets Warranty: 5 years

After-sale

Service:

Online technical

support, Free spare

parts, Return and

Replac

Project

Solution

Capability:

graphic design, 3D

model design, total

solution for projects

Application: Hotel
Design

Style:
Traditional

Place of

Origin:
China Brand Name: ANQI

Surface

Treatment:
Polished

Faucet

Mount:
3 Holes

Installation

Type:
Deck Mounted

Number of

Handles:
Dual Handle

Style: Contemporary
Valve Core

Material:
Ceramic
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Q:Can I visit factory? Can your factory arrange transportation for me?
A: My dear, it is our pleasure to invite you to visit our factory. Our factory is based on
Zhanqi Town, Ningbo City, Zhejiang
province, which will take about 1 hour by car from Ningbo city to our factory. We can
arrange our driver to pick you up from your
hotel when you arrived in Ningbo City.

Q: Can your factory print our brand on the product?
A: Our factory can laser print customer's logo on the product with the permission from
customers. Customers need to provide us a
logo usage authorization letter to allow us to print customer's logo on the products.

Q: Does your factory have the design and development capabilities, we need the
customized products?
A: The staffs in our R&D department are well experienced in the faucet industry, with more
than 10 to 15 years experience. Every
year, we will launch 2 to 3 new series to keep out customers in a competitive stage. We
can make customized products especially
for you.

Q: Is your factory able to design our own package and help us in market planning?
A: We are willing to help our customers to design their package box with their own logo.
We have a design team and a marketing
plan design team to service our customers for this.

Q: Can your factory produce the low-lead faucet?
A: We also can produce the low-lead faucet according to your requirement of lead content.

Q: What is the standard production time for each order?
A: Usually, we can finish order in 25-30 days, it depends on your quantity.
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